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Abstract. We describe the range of the attenuated ray transform of a unitary
connection on a simple surface acting on functions and 1-forms. We use this description to determine the range of the ray transform acting on symmetric tensor
fields.

1. Introduction
In this paper we consider range characterizations for certain ray transforms. The
most basic example of the kinds of transforms studied in this paper is the X-ray (or
Radon) transform in R2 , which encodes the integrals of a function f in the Schwartz
space S(R2 ) over straight lines:
Z ∞
Rf (s, ω) =
f (sω + tω ⊥ ) dt, s ∈ R, ω ∈ S 1 .
−∞

Here ω ⊥ is the rotation of ω by 90 degrees counterclockwise. The properties of
this transform are classical and well studied [9]. One of the basic properties is the
characterization of the range of R, which describes all possible functions Rf for
f ∈ S(R2 ) in terms of smoothness, decay and symmetry properties (most importantly,
moments with respect to s should be homogeneous polynomials in ω). We refer to
[9] for the precise statement.
The X-ray transform forms the basis for many imaging methods such as CT and
PET in medical imaging. A number of imaging methods involve generalizations of
this transform. One such method is SPECT imaging, which is related to the X-ray
transform with exponential attenuation factors. In seismic and ultrasound imaging
one encounters ray transforms where the measurements are given by integrals over
more general families of curves, often modeled as the geodesics of a Riemannian
metric. Moreover, integrals of vector fields or other tensor fields instead of just
integrals of functions over geodesics may arise, and these transforms are also useful
in rigidity questions in differential geometry. See the survey papers [4], [13], [22] for
more details and background.
The characterization of the range is a basic question for all transforms of this type.
In this paper we examine the range of the attenuated ray transform on a simple
surface when the attenuation is given by a unitary connection. As an application
we describe the range of the ray transform acting on symmetric tensor fields. The
notation of Riemannian geometry will be used throughout the paper.
1
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Let (M, g) be a compact oriented Riemannian surface with smooth boundary. We
shall assume that (M, g) is simple, that is, its boundary is strictly convex and any
two points are joined by a unique geodesic depending smoothly on the end points.
We wish to consider unitary connections on the trivial vector bundle M × Cn .
For us a unitary connection means a skew-Hermitian n × n matrix A whose entries
are smooth 1-forms on M . Equivalently, we may regard A as a smooth function
A : T M → u(n), where u(n) is the Lie algebra of the unitary group U (n) and A
depends linearly in v ∈ Tx M for each x ∈ M . The connection A induces a covariant
derivative dA acting on sections s ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn ) by dA s = ds + As. The fact that
A is unitary means that it respects the sesquilinear inner product of sections in the
sense that
d(s1 , s2 ) = (dA s1 , s2 ) + (s1 , dA s2 ).
We refer to [14] for more background on unitary connections and the related ray
transforms.
Let SM = {(x, v) ∈ T M ; |v| = 1} be the unit tangent bundle. The geodesics going
from ∂M into M can be parametrized by the set ∂+ (SM ) := {(x, v) ∈ SM ; x ∈
∂M, hv, νi ≤ 0} where ν is the outer unit normal vector to ∂M . We also let
∂− (SM ) := {(x, v) ∈ SM ; x ∈ ∂M, hv, νi ≥ 0} and denote by X the vector field
associated with the geodesic flow φt acting on SM .
Given f ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn ), consider the following transport equation for u : SM →
n
C ,
Xu + Au = −f in SM , u|∂− (SM ) = 0.
Here A(x, v) (the restriction of A to SM ) acts on functions on SM by multiplication.
(Below we will consider A both as a matrix of 1-forms and as a function on SM ,
depending on the situation.) On a fixed geodesic the transport equation becomes a
linear system of ODEs with zero initial condition, and therefore this equation has a
unique solution u = uf .
Definition 1.1. The geodesic ray transform of f ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn ) with attenuation
determined by A is given by
IA (f ) := uf |∂+ (SM ) .
We note that IA acting on sums of 0-forms and 1-forms always has a nontrivial
kernel, since
IA (Xp + Ap) = 0 for any p ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn ) with p|∂M = 0.
Thus from the ray transform IA (f ) one only expects to recover f up to an element
having this form. In fact, in [14] we proved the following injectivity result:
Theorem 1.2. [14] Let M be a compact simple surface. Assume that f : SM → Cn is
a smooth function of the form F (x)+αj (x)v j , where F : M → Cn is a smooth function
and α is a Cn -valued 1-form. Let also A : T M → u(n) be a unitary connection. If
IA (f ) = 0, then F = 0 and α = dp + Ap, where p : M → Cn is a smooth function
with p|∂M = 0.
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Based on this result we shall describe the functions in C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) which are
in the range of IA0 (IA acting on 0-forms) and IA1 (IA acting on 1-forms) very much
in the spirit of [17], in which the unattenuated case A = 0 was considered. The
description of the range involves the following boundary data:
(1) the scattering relation α : ∂+ (SM ) → ∂− (SM ) which maps a starting point
and direction of a geodesic to the end point and direction. If (M, g) is simple,
then knowing α is equivalent to knowing the boundary distance function which
encodes the distances between any pair of boundary points [12]. On two
dimensional simple manifolds, the boundary distance function determines the
metric up to an isometry which fixes the boundary [18];
(2) the scattering data of the connection A (see Section 2);
(3) the fibrewise Hilbert transform at the boundary (see Section 2).
Let S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) denote the set of those w ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) with the property that the unique solution w] to the transport equation
Xw] + Aw] = 0,

w] |∂+ (SM ) = w

is smooth. In Section 3 we define operators
P± : S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) → C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn )
exclusively in terms of the boundary data enumerated above and using these operators
we can formulate our main result as follows (see Theorem 3.2 below):
Theorem 1.3. Let (M, g) be a simple surface and A a unitary connection. Then
(1) A function u ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) belongs to the range of IA0 if and only if
u = P− w for w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ).
(2) A function u ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) belongs to the range of IA1 if and only if
u = P+ w + IA1 (η) for w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) and η ∈ HA .
Here HA denotes the finite dimensional space of 1-forms α such that dA α = d∗A α = 0
and j ∗ α = 0, where j : ∂M → M is the inclusion map. This space (which is trivial
if A = 0) can also be expressed in terms of a boundary value problem for a suitable
Cauchy-Riemann operator with totally real boundary conditions (see Section 6).
One of the main motivations for considering the range of IA0 is to describe in turn
the range of the (unattenuated) ray transform acting on symmetric tensor fields. The
invertibility of this transform on simple surfaces was recently proved in [15], which
includes more details on the following facts. Given a symmetric (covariant) m-tensor
field f = fi1 ···im dxi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dxim on M , we define the corresponding function on SM
by
f (x, v) = fi1 ···im v i1 · · · v im .
The ray transform of f is defined by
Z τ (x,v)
I(f )(x, v) =
f (φt (x, v)) dt, (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM ),
0

where τ (x, v) is the exit time of the geodesic determined by (x, v). If h is a symmetric
(m − 1)-tensor field, its inner derivative dh is a symmetric m-tensor field defined by
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dh = σ∇h, where σ denotes symmetrization and ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection. It
is easy to see that
dh(x, v) = Xh(x, v).
If additionally h|∂M = 0, then clearly I(dh) = 0. The transform I is said to be
s-injective if these are the only elements in the kernel. The terminology arises from
the fact that any tensor field f may be written uniquely as f = f s + dh, where f s is
a symmetric m-tensor with zero divergence and h is an (m − 1)-tensor with h|∂M = 0
(cf. [21]). The tensor fields f s and dh are called respectively the solenoidal and
potential parts of f . Saying that I is s-injective is saying precisely that I is injective
on the set of solenoidal tensors.
In [15] we proved that when (M, g) is a simple surface, then I is s-injective for any
m. The main idea for one of the two proofs presented in [15] consists in reducing the
problem to the case of an attenuated ray transform IA0 of a suitable unitary connection
A with n = 1 (scalar case). Using this idea we describe the range of I on symmetric
m-tensors using the following data. Since a simple surface is topologically a disk
and inherits a complex structure from the metric we can choose a smooth nowhere
vanishing section ξ of the canonical line bundle. As we shall explain in Section 4
this section ξ together with the metric g determine naturally a unitary connection
Aξ,g with n = 1. The range of I will be described by the scattering relation α, the
scattering data of Aξ,g and the fibrewise Hilbert transform at the boundary. For a
precise statement see Theorem 4.2 below.
A brief description of the contents of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
establish some preliminaries and background. Section 3 states carefully the main
theorem in this paper which is Theorem 3.2. The application to symmetric tensors is
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 deals with adjoints of the attenuated ray transform
and surjectivity properties. Finally Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Acknowledgements. We thank Gareth Ainsworth for discussions related to Theorem 5.5 below.
M.S. was supported in part by the Academy of Finland and an ERC starting grant,
and G.U. was partly supported by NSF and a Walker Family Endowed Professorship.
G.P.P. thanks the University of Washington and the University of Jyväskylä for hospitality while this work was being carried out.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we collect various facts which will be used later on. We also introduce
the scattering data of a unitary connection and we review a regularity result for the
transport equation obtained in [14]. See [14], [15] for further details. In what follows
(M, g) is a compact orientable simple surface and A is a unitary connection as defined
in the Introduction.
2.1. Scattering data of a unitary connection. As before, X denotes the vector
field associated with the geodesic flow φt acting on SM and we look at the unique
solution UA : SM → U (n) of
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XUA + A(x, v)UA = 0, (x, v) ∈ SM
UA |∂+ (SM ) = Id.

The scattering data of the connection A is the map CA : ∂− (SM ) → U (n) defined as
CA := UA |∂− (SM ) . It is easy to check that the scattering data has the following gauge
invariance: if G : M → U (n) is a smooth map such that G|∂M = Id, then the unitary
connection G−1 dG + G−1 AG has the same scattering data as A. The scattering data
CA determines A up to this gauge equivalence [14].
Similarly, we can consider the unique matrix solution of

XWA + A(x, v)WA = 0, (x, v) ∈ SM
WA |∂− (SM ) = Id
and this gives a corresponding scattering map DA : ∂+ (SM ) → U (n) defined as
DA := WA |∂+ (SM ) . However, it is straightforward to check that CA and DA are
related by the scattering relation α of the metric g:
CA−1 ◦ α = DA .
Recall that α may be extended as a C ∞ diffeomorphism of ∂(SM ) [18].
Using the fundamental solution UA it is possible to give an integral representation
for IA acting on functions f ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn ). To make this more transparent consider
first the case n = 1. By explicitly solving the transport equation along the geodesic
determined by (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM ),
u̇ + A(φt (x, v))u = −f (φt (x, v))
with u(τ (x, v)) = 0 we find that
Z
IA (f )(x, v) = u(0) =

τ (x,v)

Z

t


A(φs (x, v)) ds dt.

f (φt (x, v))exp
0

0

In the scalar case n = 1 we also see that if (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM ), then

 Z t
A(φs (x, v)) ds ∈ S 1 = U (1).
UA (φt (x, v)) = exp −
0

In general (n ≥ 2) a simple calculation shows that the following integral formula
holds:
Z τ (x,v)
UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (φt (x, v)) dt.
(2)
IA (f )(x, v) =
0

2.2. Geometry of SM and the fibrewise Hilbert transform. Since M is assumed oriented there is a circle action on the fibres of SM with infinitesimal generator V called the vertical vector field. It is possible to complete the pair X, V to
a global frame of T (SM ) by considering the vector field X⊥ := [X, V ], where [·, ·]
stands for the Lie bracket or commutator of two vector fields. There are two additional structure equations given by X = [V, X⊥ ] and [X, X⊥ ] = −KV where K is
the Gaussian curvature of the surface. Using this frame we can define a Riemannian
metric on SM by declaring {X, X⊥ , V } to be an orthonormal basis and the volume
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form of this metric will be denoted by dΣ3 and referred to as the usual volume form
on SM . The fact that {X, X⊥ , V } are orthonormal together with the commutator
formulas implies that the Lie derivative of dΣ3 along the three vector fields vanishes,
and consequently these vector fields are volume preserving.
Given functions u, v : SM → Cn we consider the inner product
Z
(u, v) =
(u, v)Cn dΣ3 .
SM
2

n

The space L (SM, C ) decomposes orthogonally as a direct sum
M
L2 (SM, Cn ) =
Hk
k∈Z
∞

where −iV acts as k Id on Hk . Let Ωk := C (SM, Cn ) ∩ Hk . A smooth function
u : SM → Cn has a Fourier series expansion
∞
X
u=
uk .
k=−∞

Following Guillemin and Kazhdan in [8] we introduce the following first order elliptic operators
η+ , η− : C ∞ (SM, Cn ) → C ∞ (SM, Cn )
given by
η+ := (X + iX⊥ )/2,
η− := (X − iX⊥ )/2.
Clearly X = η+ +η− . The commutation relations [−iV, η+ ] = η+ and [−iV, η− ] = −η−
imply that
η+ : Ωk → Ωk+1 , η− : Ωk → Ωk−1 .
These operators will be useful in Section 6.
The description of the range of IA makes use of the fibrewise Hilbert transform H.
This can be introduced in various ways (cf. [18, 20]), but here we simply indicate that
it acts fibrewise and for uk ∈ Ωk ,
H(uk ) = −sgn(k) iuk
where we use the convention sgn(0) = 0. Moreover, H(u) =
∞
X
uk ,
(Id + iH)u = u0 + 2

P

k

H(uk ). Observe that

k=1

(Id − iH)u = u0 + 2

−1
X

uk .

k=−∞

The following bracket relation (cf. [14]) extends the bracket in [18]:
(3)

[H, X + A]u = (X⊥ + ?A)(u0 ) + {(X⊥ + ?A)(u)}0 ,

where ? denotes the Hodge star operator of the metric g and {(X⊥ +?A)(u)}0 indicates
the zero Fourier component of (X⊥ + ?A)(u).
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2.3. Regularity results for the transport equation. Given a smooth w ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn )
consider the unique solution w] : SM → Cn to the transport equation:

X(w] ) + Aw] = 0,
w] |∂+ (SM ) = w.
Observe that
w] (x, v) = UA (x, v)w(α ◦ ψ(x, v))
where ψ(x, v) := φτ (x,v) (x, v) (recall that φt is the geodesic flow and τ (x, v) is the time
it takes the geodesic determined by (x, v) to exit M ). If we introduce the operator
Q : C(∂+ (SM ), Cn ) → C(∂(SM ), Cn )
by setting

Qw(x, v) =

w(x, v)
if (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM )
CA (x, v)(w ◦ α)(x, v) if (x, v) ∈ ∂− (SM ),

then
w] |∂(SM ) = Qw.
Define
S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) := {w ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) : w] ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn )}.
We have
Lemma 2.1 ([14]). The set of those smooth w such that w] is smooth is given by
S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) = {w ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) : Qw ∈ C ∞ (∂(SM ), Cn )}.

3. Description of the range
In this section we describe the main result of this paper (Theorem 3.2 below). Let
(M, g) be a simple surface and A a unitary connection. We shall consider IA acting
on 0-forms and 1-forms separately and for this we shall use the notation IA0 and IA1
respectively (as in the Introduction).
Suppose f = (X +A)g for some smooth function g. Then clearly X(uf +g)+A(uf +
g) = 0, where uf solves Xu + Au = −f with u|∂− (SM ) = 0. Since (uf + g)|∂− (SM ) =
g|∂− (SM ) we deduce that (uf + g)|∂+ (SM ) = (CA−1 g) ◦ α. In other words
(4)

IA ((X + A)g) = [(CA−1 g) ◦ α − g]|∂+ (SM ) .

Motivated by this we introduce the operator
B : C(∂(SM ), Cn ) → C(∂+ (SM ), Cn )
defined by
Bg := [(CA−1 g) ◦ α − g]|∂+ (SM )
so we can write (4) as
(5)

IA ((X + A)g) = Bg 0 , g 0 = g|∂(SM ) .
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Let H± u := Hu± , where u+ (resp. u− ) denotes the even (resp. odd) part of u with
respect to the v variable. In terms of Fourier coefficients, u+ consists of the Fourier
components of u having even degree and u− of the components having odd degree.
Definition 3.1. Let P± : S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) → C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) be the operators
defined by P± = BH± Q.
Note that the operators P± are completely determined by the scattering data
(α, CA ) and the metric at the boundary.
The connection A induces an operator dA acting on Cn -valued smooth differential
forms on M by the formula dA α = dα + A ∧ α. We let d∗A be its natural adjoint
with respect to the usual L2 inner product of forms. We have d∗A = − ? dA ?. We
let HA denote the space of all 1-forms α with dA α = d∗A α = 0 and j ∗ α = 0 where
j : ∂M → M is the inclusion map. We call these forms A-harmonic. This is a
finite dimensional space since we are dealing with an elliptic system with a regular
boundary condition (cf. [23, Section 5.11]). Here is our main result:
Theorem 3.2. Let (M, g) be a simple surface and A a unitary connection. Then
(1) A function u ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) belongs to the range of IA0 if and only if
u = P− w for w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ).
(2) A function u ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) belongs to the range of IA1 if and only if
u = P+ w + IA1 (η) for w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) and η ∈ HA .
When A = 0 we have HA = 0 since M is a disk. We will show below that HA may
also be expressed in terms of a suitable Cauchy-Riemann operator with totally real
boundary conditions.
4. Range of the ray transform acting on symmetric tensors
In this section we apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain a description of the range of the
ray transform acting on symmetric tensors.
Let (M, g) be a simple surface. The metric g induces a complex structure on M
and we let κ be the canonical line bundle (which we may identify with T ∗ M ). Recall
that Hm (m ∈ Z) is the set of functions in f ∈ L2 (SM, C) such that V f = imf .
The set Ωm = Hm ∩ C ∞ (SM, C) can be identified with the set Γ(M, κ⊗m ) of smooth
sections of m-th tensor power of the canonical line bundle κ. This identification
depends on the metric and is explained in detail in [16, Section 2], but let us give a
brief description of it. Given a section ξ ∈ Γ(M, κ⊗m ) we can obtain a function on
Ωm simply by restriction to SM : ξ determines the function SM 3 (x, v) 7→ ξx (v ⊗m )
and this gives a 1-1 correspondence.
Since M is a disk, there is ξ ∈ Γ(M, κ) which is nowhere vanishing. Having picked
this section we may define a function h : SM → S 1 by setting h(x, v) = ξx (v)/|ξx (v)|.
By construction h ∈ Ω1 . Our description of the range will be based on this choice of
h. Define
Aξ,g = A := −h−1 Xh.
Observe that since h ∈ Ω1 , then h−1 = h̄ ∈ Ω−1 . Also Xh = η+ h + η− h ∈ Ω2 ⊕ Ω0
which implies that A ∈ Ω1 ⊕ Ω−1 . It follows that A is the restriction to SM of a
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purely imaginary 1-form on M . Hence we have a unitary connection for the scalar
case n = 1.
First we will describe the range of the geodesic ray transform I restricted to Ωm :
Im := I|Ωm : Ωm → C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), C).
Observe that if u solves the transport equation Xu = −f with u|∂− (SM ) = 0, then
h−m u solves (X − mA)(h−m u) = −h−m f and h−m u|∂− (SM ) = 0. Also note that
h−m f ∈ Ω0 . Thus

0
(6)
I−mA
(h−m f ) = h−m |∂+ (SM ) Im (f ).
But the range of the left-hand side of (6) was described in Theorem 3.2. We can be
a bit more explicit in the scalar case. We have

w(x, v)
if (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM )
R
Qm w(x, v) =
−m 0τ (x,v) A(φt (x,v)) dt
(e
w) ◦ α(x, v) if (x, v) ∈ ∂− (SM )
and
Bm g = [em

R τ (x,v)
0

A(φt (x,v)) dt

(g ◦ α) − g]|∂+ (SM ) .

In other words:

Qm w(x, v) =

w(x, v)
if (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM )
(e−mI1 (A) w) ◦ α(x, v) if (x, v) ∈ ∂− (SM )

and
Bm g = [emI1 (A) (g ◦ α) − g]|∂+ (SM ) .
As before we set
Pm,− = Bm H− Qm .
Directly from (6) and Theorem 3.2 we derive:
Theorem 4.1. Let (M, g) be a simple surface. Then a function u ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), C)
∞
belongs to the range of Im if and only if u = hm |∂+ (SM ) Pm,− w for w ∈ Sm
(∂+ (SM ), C),
where this last space denotes the set of all smooth w such that Qm w is smooth.
Suppose now F is a complex-valued symmetric tensor of order m, and denote its
restriction to SM by f . Recall from [15, Section 2] that there is a 1-1 correspondence
between complex-valued
symmetric tensors of order m and functions in SM of the
Pm
form f = k=−m fk where fk ∈ Ωk and fk = 0 for all k odd (resp. even) if m is even
(resp. odd).
Since
m
X
I(f ) =
Ik (fk )
k=−m

we deduce directly from Theorem 4.1 the following.
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Theorem 4.2. Let (M, g) be a simple surface. If m = 2l is even, a function u ∈
C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), C) belongs to the range of the ray transform acting on complex-valued
∞
symmetric m-tensors if and only if there are w2k ∈ S2k
(∂+ (SM ), C) such that
u=

l
X


h2k |∂+ (SM ) P2k,− w2k .

k=−l

Similarly, if m = 2l +1 is odd, a function u ∈ C ∞ (∂+ (SM ), C) belongs to the range of
the ray transform acting on complex-valued symmetric m-tensors if and only if there
∞
(∂+ (SM ), C) such that
are w2k+1 ∈ S2k+1
u=

l
X


h2k+1 |∂+ (SM ) P2k+1,− w2k+1 .

k=−l−1

Remark 4.3. The idea of reducing the study of the (unattenuated) ray transform
on m-tensors to the study of a suitable attenuated transform on functions was first
employed in [15] to solve the tensor tomography problem on surfaces. The same idea
can be used to study the attenuated ray transform on higher order tensors. The order
of the tensor can be lowered by adding a suitable attenuation. With this idea one
could in particular give a description of the range of IA1 using just the range of IA0 and
a section ξ as above. This allows a new formulation of the second item in Theorem
3.2 which does not involve A-harmonic forms. We leave the details of this to the
interested reader.

5. Adjoints and surjectivity properties
Let dΣ3 be the usual volume form in SM and let dΣ2 be the volume form on
∂(SM ). When we write L2µ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) we mean that we are considering the Hermitian inner product of functions (sections) with respect to the measure dµ(x, v) =
hv, ν(x)idΣ2 (x, v).
Lemma 5.1. The operator IA extends to a bounded operator
IA : L2 (SM, Cn ) → L2µ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ).
Proof. It is easy to see using compactness of SM and (2) that there exists a constant
c independent of f such that
kIA (f )(x, v)k2Cn

Z
≤c
0

τ (x,v)

kf (φt (x, v))k2Cn dt
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for all (x, v) ∈ ∂+ (SM ). Then
Z
2
kIA (f )kµ =
∂+ (SM )

kIA (f )(x, v)k2Cn dµ(x, v)

Z

Z

∂+ (SM )

!

τ (x,v)

≤c
Z
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kf (φt (x, v))k2Cn

dt

dµ(x, v)

kf k2 dΣ3

=c
SM

by Santalo’s formula (cf. [2, Appendix A.4]).

5.1. Adjoint of IA . Consider the dual IA∗ : L2µ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) → L2 (SM, Cn ) of IA .
We wish to find an expression for it. For this consider h ∈ L2µ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) and let
hψ be the function defined on SM as follows:
hψ (x, v) = h ◦ α ◦ ψ,
where ψ(x, v) = φτ (x,v) (x, v). In other words hψ is defined as being constant on
the orbits of the geodesic flow and equal to h on ∂+ (SM ). Now we compute using
Santalo’s formula:
!
Z τ (x,v)
Z
UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (φt (x, v)) dt, h(x, v)
dµ(x, v)
(IA (f ), h)µ =
0

∂+ (SM )

Z

Z

=
∂+ (SM )

Z
=
ZSM
=

Cn

τ (x,v)

(UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (φt (x, v)) dt, hψ (φt (x, v)))Cn dt dµ(x, v)

0

(UA−1 f, hψ )Cn dΣ3
(f, (UA−1 )∗ hψ )Cn dΣ3

SM

= (f, (UA−1 )∗ hψ )L2 .
It follows that
IA∗ (h) = (UA−1 )∗ hψ .
Note that if A is unitary this simplifies to
IA∗ (h) = UA hψ = h] .
5.2. Adjoints on Hm . Suppose we now want to consider the attenuated ray transform acting on special subspaces of L2 (SM, Cn ) like Hm . Let im : Hm → L2 (SM, Cn )
be the inclusion and
Im,A := IA ◦ im .
Since the adjoint of im is the orthogonal projection over Hm we deduce that
∗
Im,A
(h) = ((UA−1 )∗ hψ )m
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and in the unitary case we have
∗
Im,A
(h) = (h] )m

(7)

Remark 5.2. The space H0 may be identified with L2 (M, Cn ). The identification
produces a factor of 2π which accounts for the additional (innocuous) integration in
∗
the fibre direction. Thus strictly speaking (IA0 )∗ = 2πI0,A
. A similar remark applies
1
to IA = I1,A + I−1,A and the identification between 1-forms and Ω−1 ⊕ Ω1 produces a
factor of π. Hence in the unitary case (IA1 )∗ |SM = π(h]−1 + h]1 ).
5.3. The operator NA = IA∗ IA . Consider NA := IA∗ IA : L2 (SM, Cn ) → L2 (SM, Cn ).
Using the expressions derived above for IA and IA∗ one obtains:
Z τ (x,v)
−1 ∗
UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (φt (x, v)) dt.
NA (f )(x, v) = (UA ) (x, v)
−τ (x,−v)

Note that if A is unitary this expression simplifies to
Z τ (x,v)
NA (f )(x, v) = UA (x, v)
UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (φt (x, v)) dt.
−τ (x,−v)
∗
Im,A , then Nm,A = i∗m NA im and therefore
If we now let Nm,A := Im,A
!
Z τ (x,v)
.
UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (φt (x, v)) dt
Nm,A (f )(x, v) = (UA−1 )∗ (x, v)
−τ (x,−v)

m

In particular
1
N0,A (f )(x) =
2π

Z

(UA−1 )∗ (x, v)

Sx

Z

τ (x,v)

!
UA−1 (φt (x, v))f (π ◦ φt (x, v)) dt dSx .

−τ (x,−v)

The key property for N0,A is:
Lemma 5.3. N0,A is an elliptic classical ΨDO of order −1 in the interior of M .
Proof. The proof of this claim for n = 1 is provided in [5, Proposition 2] for a more
general type of ray transforms and the arguments used there can be extended to this
case. Another way to prove the proposition is to use that I0,A is a Fourier integral
operator [7] acting on vector bundles. Since the manifold is simple then the Bolker
condition is satisfied [6] and N0,A is an elliptic pseudodifferential system of order −1.
A similar argument applies to Nm,A . We remark that this argument is valid on any
open simple manifold containing M.

5.4. Surjectivity results for the adjoint. We will need the following analogue of
∗
[18, Theorem 1.4] concerning the surjectivity of I0,A
:
Theorem 5.4. Given b ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn ) there exists w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) such that
∗
I0,A
(w) = b.
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Proof. Given Lemma 5.3, the proof of this theorem is identical to the proof of Theorem
1.4 in [18] and is therefore omitted. The key result needed is injectivity of I0,A on
functions which follows from Theorem 1.2 in the Introduction: let f : M → Cn be a
smooth function with I0,A (f ) = 0. Then f = 0.

We will also need the analogue of [17, Theorem 4.2] and its improvement in [1,
Theorem 2.1]:
Theorem 5.5. Given a smooth Cn -valued 1-form β with dA ? β = 0, there exists
w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) such that (IA1 )∗ (w) = β.
Proof. The proof presented here is different from those in [17, Theorem 4.2] and [1,
Theorem 2.1] and is exclusively based on Theorem 5.4 and the same ideas used in
Section 4 to describe the range of the ray transform on tensors. As before consider
the purely imaginary 1-form
a := Aξ,g = −h−1 Xh.
where h ∈ Ω1 is nowhere vanishing. Next observe that if u : SM → Cn is any smooth
function then
(8)

(X + A − maId)u = h−m ((X + A)(hm u))

where m ∈ Z. First we show the following result which is interesting in its own right:
Lemma 5.6. Given any f ∈ Ωm , there exists w ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn ) such that
(1) (X + A)w = 0,
(2) wm = f .
Proof. Since A − maId is a unitary connection we may apply Theorem 5.4 to deduce
that there is u ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn ) such that (X + A − maId)u = 0 and u0 = h−m f . If
we let w := hm u, then clearly wm = f and by (8) we also have (X + A)w = 0.

Introduce the operators µ± = η± + A±1 . Clearly X + A = µ+ + µ− and it is easy
to check that dA ? β = 0 if and only if
(9)

µ+ (β−1 ) + µ− (β1 ) = 0

where β = β−1 + β1 (this follows right away from Lemma 6.2 below).
By Lemma 5.6 we may find odd functions p, q ∈ C ∞ (SM, Cn ) solving the transport
equation (X + A)p = (X + A)q = 0 and with p−1 = β−1 and q1 = β1 . Consider now
the smooth function
−1
∞
X
X
w :=
pk +
qk .
−∞

1

Clearly w−1 + w1 = β−1 + β1 = β and thanks to (9) we also have (X + A)w = 0. The
existence of such a solution of the transport equation is certainly equivalent to the
statement of Theorem 5.5 and hence its proof is completed.
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6. Proof of Theorem 3.2
The first step is to show the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian disk and let A be a unitary connection.
(1) Let α be a smooth Cn -valued 1-form. Then there are functions a, p ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn )
and η ∈ HA such that p|∂M = 0 and dA p + ?dA a + η = α.
(2) Given b ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn ) there is a smooth Cn -valued 1-form β with ?dA β = b
and dA ? β = 0.
We defer the proof of this lemma to the end of the section. Assuming Lemma 6.1,
the next step in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is to apply the bracket formula (3) to any
smooth solution w] of the transport equation (X + A)w] = 0 to obtain
−(X + A)Hw] = (X⊥ + ?A)(w0] ) + {(X⊥ + ?A)(w] )}0 .
If f ∈ Ω0 , then X⊥ f = ?df and therefore
(X⊥ + ?A)(w0] ) = ?dA (w0] ).
For the other term, since X⊥ = i(η− − η+ ) and ?(A1 + A−1 ) = i(A−1 − A1 ) we have
]
]
{(X⊥ + ?A)(w] )}0 = i(η− (w1] ) − η+ (w−1
)) + i(A−1 w1] − A1 w−1
)
]
= i(µ− (w1] ) − µ+ (w−1
)),

where µ± := η± + A±1 . The last expression may be simplified as follows:
Lemma 6.2. For any Cn -valued 1-form α = α1 + α−1 we have
?dA α = 2i(µ− (α1 ) − µ+ (α−1 )).
Proof. This is just a calculation. Let v ∈ Tx M be a unit vector and let iv ∈ Tx M
be the unique unit vector such that {v, iv} is an oriented orthonormal basis of Tx M .
First we see that
dαx (v, iv) = X⊥ (α) − X(?α)
and
?(A ∧ α)x = (A ∧ α)x (v, iv) = −Ax (v) ? αx (v) + ?Ax (v)αx (v).
Hence
?dA α = (X⊥ + ?A)(α) − (X + A)(?α).
Now observe that α±1 = (α ± i ? α)/2 and similarly for A. Finally, using the definition
of µ± one checks the identity of the lemma.

Putting everything together and using the formulas for the adjoint of the ray transform in Remark 5.2, we have
]
−2π(X + A)Hw] = 2π ? dA (w0] ) + π ? dA (w1] + w−1
)

= ?dA (IA0 )∗ (w) + ?dA (IA1 )∗ (w).

RANGE OF THE ATTENUATED RAY TRANSFORM
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Splitting into even and odd parts, we obtain
−2π(X + A)H− w] = ?dA (IA1 )∗ (w),
−2π(X + A)H+ w] = ?dA (IA0 )∗ (w).
If we now apply IA to both sides of these identities and recall the definitions of P±
and Q, together with the fact that IA ((X + A)g) = B(g|∂(SM ) ), we have proved the
following result.
Proposition 6.3. The following equalities hold:
−2πP− = IA0 ? dA (IA1 )∗ ,
−2πP+ = IA1 ? dA (IA0 )∗ .
From these factorization identities the proof of Theorem 3.2 easily follows when
combined with Lemma 6.1 and the surjectivity results in Section 5.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let us prove the first claim. Suppose that u = P− w, then the
first identity in Proposition 6.3 shows that u belongs to the range of IA0 . Conversely,
if u belongs to the range of IA0 , then u = IA0 (b) for some b ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn ). By item (2)
in Lemma 6.1 we can find a smooth 1-form β such that ?dA β = b and dA ? β = 0. By
Theorem 5.5 we can find w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) such that (IA1 )∗ (w) = β. Using again
the first identity in Proposition 6.3 we see that u = −2πP− w as desired.
The proof of the second claim in Theorem 3.2 is similar. Suppose that u = P+ w +
IA1 (η) with η ∈ HA . Then the second identity in Proposition 6.3 shows that u belongs
to the range of IA1 . Conversely, if u belongs to the range of IA1 , then u = IA1 (α) for
some α ∈ Λ1 (M ). By item (1) in Lemma 6.1 we can find smooth functions a and p
in M and η ∈ HA such that α = dA p + ?dA a + η with p|∂M = 0. By Theorem 5.4
there is w ∈ S ∞ (∂+ (SM ), Cn ) such that (IA0 )∗ (w) = a. Since IA1 (dA p) = 0 we see that
IA1 (α) = IA1 (η) + IA1 (?dA a). Using the second identity in Proposition 6.3 we conclude
that u = IA1 (α) = IA1 (η) − 2πP+ w and Theorem 3.2 is proved.

It remains to prove Lemma 6.1. The first part of the lemma is closely related
to a Hodge decomposition. Consider the operator dA + d∗A acting on sections of
the bundle (ΛM )n of Cn -valued differential forms. We will use Sobolev spaces with
relative boundary condition corresponding to this first order operator,
HRs (M, (ΛM )n ) = {u ∈ H s (M, (ΛM )n ) ; tu = 0}
where s ≥ 1 and t = j ∗ is the tangential trace with j : ∂M → M the natural inclusion.
Lemma 6.4. If (M, g) is a compact oriented manifold with boundary and if s ≥ 1,
the operator
dA + d∗A : HRs (M, (ΛM )n ) → H s−1 (M, (ΛM )n )
has a finite dimensional kernel (independent of s) contained in C ∞ (M, (ΛM )n ). The
range of this operator is the intersection of H s−1 (M, (ΛM )n ) and the L2 -orthocomplement of its kernel.
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Proof. We first note that the boundary value problem
(dA + d∗A )u = f,

tu = g

is elliptic. In fact, the ellipticity only depends on the principal symbols of the operator
dA + d∗A and the operator in the boundary condition [10, Section 20.1]. This reduces
the statement to the ellipticity of the boundary value problem for the Hodge Dirac
operator d + d∗ with relative boundary conditions, which is well known [23, Exercise
5.11.9]. It now follows from [10, Theorem 20.1.2] that for any s ≥ 1 the map
H s (M, (ΛM )n ) → H s−1 (M, (ΛM )n ) ⊕ H s−1/2 (∂M, (Λ(∂M ))n ),
u 7→ ((dA + d∗A )u, tu)
is Fredholm and hence has finite dimensional kernel denoted by K. By [10, Theorem
20.1.8] the elements in K are of class C ∞ .
If u ∈ HR1 (M, (ΛM )n ), we have
(dA + d∗A )u = 0 ⇐⇒ ((dA + d∗A )u, v)L2 = 0 for all v ∈ HR1 (M, (ΛM )n )
⇐⇒ (u, (dA + d∗A )v)L2 = 0 for all v ∈ HR1 (M, (ΛM )n ).
Thus K is the L2 -orthocomplement of the range of dA + d∗A on HR1 (M, (ΛM )n ), and
since the range is closed the range is equal to K ⊥ . If now u is in the range of dA + d∗A
acting on HRs (M, (ΛM )n ) then clearly u ∈ H s−1 (M, (ΛM )n ) ∩ K ⊥ . Conversely, if u is
in this set then u = (dA + d∗A )w for some w ∈ HR1 (M, (ΛM )n ), and elliptic regularity
[10, Theorem 20.1.7] implies that w ∈ HRs (M, (ΛM )n ).

Notice that dA + d∗A maps even degree forms to odd degree forms and vice versa,
and thus the kernel of this operator also splits into even and odd degrees. If (M, g)
is two-dimensional, the set of 1-forms in the kernel of dA + d∗A is precisely the set HA
of A-harmonic 1-forms considered earlier.
Proof of Lemma 6.1 item (1). Given a smooth Cn valued 1-form α, write α = β + η
where η is the L2 -projection of α to HA . Then β is orthogonal to the kernel of
dA + d∗A , and by Lemma 6.4 there is u ∈ HR1 (M, (ΛM )n ) with (dA + d∗A )u = β. By
elliptic regularity we have that u is smooth, and writing u in terms of its 0-form and
2-form parts, u = u0 + u2 , we see that
dA u0 + d∗A u2 + η = α.
It is enough to take p = u0 and a = − ? u2 , where the boundary condition tu = 0
reduces to p|∂M = 0.

In what follows we will elaborate a bit more on the content of item (1) in Lemma 6.1.
We shall see that the triviality of HA is equivalent to a solvability result for a suitable
Cauchy-Riemann operator with boundary conditions on a totally real subbundle with
zero Maslov index. Observe that by Lemma 6.4 the claim HA = 0 is equivalent to the
claim that the operator
D : C ∞ (M, Cn ) ⊕ C ∞ (M, Cn ) → C ∞ (M, (Λ1 M )n ), D(p, a) = dA p + ?dA a
is surjective, when the boundary condition p|∂M = 0 is imposed.
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Recall that given a connection A we may use the complex structure on M (via the
? operator) to introduce a ∂¯A operator acting on sections as ∂¯A = (dA − i ? dA )/2.
Equivalently ∂¯A = ∂¯ + A0,1 , where A0,1 = (A − i ? A)/2. We also have ∂A = (dA +
i ? dA )/2 = ∂ + A1,0 , where A1,0 = (A + i ? A)/2. Consider the unitary connection in
Cn ⊕ Cn given by


A 0
.
Ã :=
0 Ā
Define F ⊂ Cn ⊕ Cn as the set of all (z, w) ∈ Cn ⊕ Cn such that z + w̄ = 0. The
subspace F is totally real in the sense that F ∩ iF = {0}. Given α ∈ C ∞ (M, (Λ1 M )n )
consider the following boundary value problem for u : M → Cn ⊕ Cn :

∂¯Ã u = (α0,1 , α1,0 ),
(10)
u(∂M ) ∈ F.
This problem fits the setting of the boundary value Riemann-Roch theorem, see
Theorem C.1.10 in [11]. In our case the subspace F has zero Maslov index and
hence the real Fredholm index of ∂¯Ã is 2n. Assume that u is a solution to (10) and let
u = (f, g). Then ∂¯A f = α0,1 and ∂¯Ā g = α1,0 with (f + ḡ)|∂M = 0. Since Ā0,1 = A1,0 we
have ∂A ḡ = α1,0 . If we now set p := (f + ḡ)/2 and a := i(ḡ − f )/2, an easy calculation
shows that dA p + ?dA a = α and p|∂M = 0. It is easy to reverse the process: given p
and a with dA p + ?dA a = α and p|∂M = 0 one checks that u = (p + ia, p̄ + iā) solves
(10). Hence the solvability of (10) is equivalent to the surjectivity of D which in turn
is equivalent to HA = 0. The space HA then depends exclusively on the holomorphic
data determined by the connection and the metric.
We now move to the proof of the second part of Lemma 6.1. In this case one does
not need to prescribe the boundary values of the 1-form β, and it is enough to use a
semiglobal solvability result. As above, consider the operator dA , its adjoint d∗A , and
the corresponding Laplacian
−∆A = d∗A dA + dA d∗A .
This operator acts on Cn -valued graded forms, and it maps k-forms to k-forms. We
will employ the following solvability result.
Lemma 6.5. Let (M, g) be a compact subdomain of a closed oriented surface (S, g)
such that global isothermal coordinates exist near M , and let Q be a first order
differential operator with smooth coefficients acting on C ∞ (M, (ΛM )n ). Given any
f ∈ C ∞ (M, (ΛM )n ), the equation
(−∆A + Q)u = f
has a solution u ∈ C ∞ (M, (ΛM )n ).
Proof. Since −∆A + Q has diagonal principal part which is of real principal type,
this should follow from semiglobal solvability results [10, Section 26.1 and references
therein]. However, we can also do this directly. Note first that
−∆A + Q = −∆In×n + Q0
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where ∆ is the usual Hodge Laplacian on graded differential forms and Q0 is another
first order operator. We extend Q0 and f smoothly to S. The assumption allows us
to find global isothermal coordinates in an open set U containing M so that g = ce
in U where c is a positive function and e is the Euclidean metric. We think of U as
a bounded open set in R2 , and the Hodge Laplacian satisfies
−∆g = c−1 ∆e + Q00
for some first order operator Q00 . To prove the lemma, it is enough to solve the
equation
rM (−∆e In×n + Q)u = cf
for u ∈ C ∞ (S, (ΛS)n ), where Q is a first order operator and rM is the restriction to
M.
Consider the operator
T = rM (−∆e In×n + Q) : C ∞ (S, (ΛS)n ) → C ∞ (M, (ΛM )n ).
This is a continuous linear operator with adjoint
0
0
T ∗ = (−∆e In×n + Q∗ )|DM
: DM
(S, (ΛS)n ) → D0 (S, (ΛS)n )
0
denotes distributions in S with support in M . To show that T is surjective,
where DM
it is enough to check that T ∗ is injective and has weak∗ closed range [24, Theorem
37.2]. But if T ∗ u = 0, then u ∈ C ∞ (S, (ΛS)n ) and supp(u) ⊂ M by elliptic regularity.
Now we can exploit a global Carleman estimate for h > 0 small, for instance

(11)

kvkL2 (U ) ≤ Chkeϕ/h (−∆e In×n + Q∗ )e−ϕ/h vkL2 (U ) ,

v ∈ Cc∞ (U, (ΛU )n ),

where ϕ(x) = x1 + hx21 /(2ε) for suitable fixed ε > 0. To obtain this estimate, we use
the result of [19, Lemma 2.1] which says that for h  ε  1,
√
kvkL2 (U ) + hk∇vkL2 (U ) ≤ Ch εkeϕ/h (−∆e In×n )e−ϕ/h vkL2 (U ) , v ∈ Cc∞ (U, (ΛU )n ).
(Note that the Hodge Laplacian with Euclidean metric is just the usual Laplacian
acting on each component of the forms.) The estimate (11) is a consequence of the
above inequality if ε > 0 is chosen small enough. Applying (11) to v = eϕ/h u shows
that u = 0, proving the injectivity of T ∗ . Since T ∗ is the restriction of an elliptic
pseudodifferential operator, the closed range condition also follows as in [3, proof of
Theorem 6.3.1]. This shows surjectivity of T .

The next result immediately implies the second part of Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.6. Given f ∈ C ∞ (M, Cn ) there is a smooth Cn -valued 1-form β with
d∗A β = f and dA β = 0.
Proof. Look for β of the form β = dA u0 + d∗A u2 for some smooth forms u0 , u2 . Then
we need that
d∗A dA u0 + (FA )∗ u2 = f,
dA d∗A u2 + FA u0 = 0,

RANGE OF THE ATTENUATED RAY TRANSFORM
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where FA = dA ◦ dA = dA + A ∧ A is the curvature of dA . Writing u = u0 + u2 , these
equations are equivalent to
−∆A u + Qu = f
for some operator Q of order 0. Lemma 6.5 implies the existence of a smooth solution
u, which gives the required β.
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